Show Off 6
Official Opening
Logan K Howlett, JP – Mayor, City of Cockburn
Friday 30 April 2010
Memorial Hall, Hamilton Hill
______________________________________________
Good evening and welcome to the official opening of Show - Off 6
at this most delightful location where an increasing number of
events are held to showcase the diverse artistic talent in our
community.
‘I would like to acknowledge the Noongar people who are the
Traditional Custodians of the Land on which we are meeting
tonight.’
‘I would also like to pay respect to the Elders both past and
present of the Noongar Nation and extend that respect to other
Indigenous Australians who may be present’.
I would now like to formally welcome:
 Mr Hrvoje Petrusic, Consul, Croatian Consulate;
 Mr Bill Wallington, President Cockburn Community & Cultural
Council and his wife Maxine;
 Members of the Cockburn Community & Cultural Council and
other arts & cultural groups;
 Deputy Mayor Kevin Allen and his wife, Debra;
 Councillor Ian Whitfield;
 Councillor Carol Reeve – Fowkes and her husband Martin;
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 My wife, Patricia;
 Mr Stephen Cain, Chief Executive Officer, City of Cockburn;
 Ms Cassandra Cooper, Cultural Development Officer, City of
Cockburn;
 Contributing Artists to Show – Off 6;
 Distinguished guests, girls and boys, one and all.
The City of Cockburn staged the first Show Off exhibition in 2003 with
the sole intention of ‘showing off’ to the broader community that
Cockburn is the place artists are choosing to live in increasing
numbers.
Since then, the exhibition has captured the heart of local artists, both
established and new and continues to grow in terms of the number of
artists, the number and variety of exhibits, and importantly, its stature
in the Cockburn community.
The exhibition has become the place for artists to share their dreams
and creations with the community.
This is the third year the City has held Show Off at the Memorial Hall.
As many of us will know this facility was refurbished recently and it
has become the City’s art and cultural centre with the ability to host
exhibitions, performances and all manner of art and cultural activities.
Artists are important members of a community because of their ability
to see and capture moments, to start with a blank canvas and create
an image that allows others to see and relate to these images.
Tonight we will see this richness reflected in the works on show.
Exhibitions such as this are also the result of a committed group of
people that work very hard throughout the year behind the scenes.
Their passion backed up by hard work and persistence allows the
community a window of opportunity to share in a very special
moment.
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Tonight I acknowledge Mr Bill Wallington, President of the Cockburn
Community & Cultural Council and its members for their continuing
work in their chosen field of endeavour.
I would also like to
Cultural Development
the scenes and in her
her name indelibly on
City.

acknowledge Cassandra Cooper, the City’s
Coordinator who has worked diligently behind
own way created an event that in itself stamps
this exhibition and so many others held in our

To Bill Wallington, his committee, supporters and friends and
Cassandra, thank you once again for your significant contribution to
cultural development in our City.
Please join with me in thanking them.
Show Off 6 sees the creative work of 39 artists on display, some for
the first time, while others have exhibited at all the previous
exhibitions.
All of these artists are at varying stages within their professional
development and have travelled incredible journeys and explored
amazing fields in their quest to capture visually the world in which we
live.
Thank you to all the artists for choosing to exhibit their works here
and for bringing your wealth of talent into our community for all to see
and share.
Before officially opening Show Off 6 I would like to promote a
forthcoming exhibition.
In August/September this year there will be an exhibition of Croatian
artists at this location, a precursor to the works moving to the Perth
Royal Show.
Croatia has been selected as the theme country at the 2010 Perth
Royal Show, a great honour and one that our City looks forward to
supporting.
The exhibition will showcase the works of a number of highly
acclaimed Croatian artists who live in Western Australia, including
Ron Gomboc, a very well respected sculptor.
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Again, I acknowledge the presence of Mr Hrvoje Petrusic, Consul,
Croatian Consulate.
Mr Petrusic is a very strong supporter of the Arts and I again thank
him for his attendance tonight and for his significant contribution to
strengthening the cultural ties between the City of Cockburn and
Croatia.
The City of Cockburn enjoys a very healthy sister city relationship
with the City of Split in Croatia. Indeed many Croatians have chosen
to call Cockburn their home and have raised their families here and
contributed to the very rich and diverse culture evident in our
community today.
Tonight I am honoured to officially declare open Show Off 6.
Please enjoy the exhibition.
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